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Berkeley Software Distribution, a permissive open-source family of licences

http

Hypertext transfer protocol: the standard exchange protocol for web and similar
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http SECURE: http-based connectivity using a secure protocol (such as SSL, q.v.)

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation, a standard data-exchange format
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Representational State Transfer: a standard lightweight architectural approach to
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Providing transportation for individual volunteers to / from an event
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URL

Uniform Resource Locator
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1 Executive Summary
Leading on from the previous architectural report in M04, the present report summarises the final architecture
of the SavingFood platform to be delivered for user testing in M14. As well as describing the approach as well
as the agile process behind development activity and end-user interaction, it provides an accessible overview
of the functional capabilities which are to be delivered at the various stages of the agreed platform rollout
plan from M14 to M19.
The deliverable has been written deliberately to be as accessible as possible to the multi-disciplinary members
of the consortium. It begins with an introduction tying what is reported here to other activities in the work
package as well as explaining the agile approach, with regular contact with end users and other pilot partners.
This is followed by a review of the use cases defined earlier in the project on the basis of discussions with the
pilot partners and their end-users. These have been used as the basis for a set of functional blocks which cover
specific types of interaction that users might have with the platform. In turn, these have been grouped
together to support the two main user scenarios: food donations and event organisation. So use cases support
functional blocks which can then be used to create complete scenarios.
The platform must provide privacy protection for those registered with it, and protect both the integrity of
those data and management of it. The report therefore outlines the basis for secure interactions between
front- and backend at the level of authentication, which is complemented by detailed information about
authorisation in relation to role-based activities and data and object access and update permissions.
The main part of the deliverable ends with a description of the REST API which has been developed between
front- and backend services. This not only isolates development activities which have therefore preceded
autonomously, though in tandem, but also provides a clear and extensible mechanism to bridge between user
experience and data management.
The deliverable is therefore intended to provide a detailed account of the functional development of the
SavingFood platform. In so doing, it also lays out the foundation for future enhancement and extension during
the project lifetime and beyond.
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2 Introduction
The development of the SavingFood platform based on common open-source frameworks is now nearing its
first major release, scheduled for M14 of the project. The updated architecture described in this deliverable
therefore summarises many iterations of design effort and user engagement.

Figure 1: Agile Design and Implementation Activities

As Figure 1 shows, requirements gathering and validation has occurred across different functions and with
different stakeholders culminating in a final, project-wide consolidation exercise to ensure that all parties were
both aware of what will be released and agree across all interested partners.
Taking input from these various channels, the agreed plan now has the first full platform release in M14
(February, 2017), with the final release in M19. We have also agreed an interim release in M16 in an attempt
to bring forward function for testing and validation with pilot partners and their users before the full release
in M19.
This document includes the content of the initial M14 release with some detail provided on the M16 and M19
releases. In this way, we hope to maximise flexibility while ensuring quality and functional coverage for the
pilot partners.

2.1

Document structure

The document begins in Chapter 3 with a review of the requirements process from a WP3 perspective, and an
overview of how the various outcomes from WP3 have contributed to this, a consolidated view of the
functional capabilities of the platform. This leads on to the discussion of the architecture in Chapter 4, which
has continued to be developed based on open source standard offerings as first introduced in D3.1 (Pickering,
2016). Rather than focus on individual components which provide specific function such as user management,
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database access, etc., the focus for the architecture is on the functional capabilities which are being offered.
So Chapter 4 starts with a schematic overview of the basic client-server approach with secure communication
via a defined REST API, but then turns to look at the encapsulated functional blocks which have been developed
out of the initial use cases described earlier.
These encapsulated functional blocks then come together in Chapter 5 to support the two basic User scenarios
introduced in D2.3 (Veeckman, 2016): Donations (Section 5.1) and Event organisation (Section 5.2). Using a
series of sequence diagrams for individual interactions supporting those scenarios, it is clear how the frontand backend interact to achieve the user goals identified. In Chapter 6, we provide an overview of the security
approach for the platform in respect of front- and backend communication and session (connection)
management. This is the foundation for the privacy-by-design approach of the platform, and is further
extended by the authorisation permissions given in detail in the Annexes. Chapter 7 then turns to the REST API
between the front- and backend services, describing how to access and interact with the data objects
summarised as part of an updated data model (in Annex 9.1).
In the Conclusions section (Chapter 8), the work presented in this deliverable is summarised, highlighting
specific implementational choices which have been made in an attempt to deliver a platform which meets the
functional requirements of the project, but which in the longer term will be easier to maintain and extend
beyond the lifetime of the project.

2.2

Intended audience

To complement D3.1, this deliverable is primarily an external report documenting how the requirements
gathered as part of WP2, the associated functional interactions, and use case scenarios have been validated
with the pilot partners. To facilitate rapid prototyping and longer term sustainability, the platform is built
within standard open source offerings. Unlike more traditional architecture specifications, therefore, it does
not attempt to describe individual functional components, the protocol of interactions between them, and
their operational resource requirements. Instead, and bearing in mind the multi-disciplinary nature of the
stakeholders who would wish to read it, it provides a detailed description of the functional capabilities which
are provided to address the needs of those using the platform.
As such, it is of particular interest to:





WP3 as a record of design decisions and the basis for ongoing implementation;
WP2, showing the interpretation of the requirements, along with a further validation exercise;
The pilot partners as an overview of what they should be able to do with the platform;
Developers and other stakeholders wishing to understand the development of an open-source
mediation platform in support of the CAPS objectives, specifically in relation to food rescue and
redistribution.

This document is a further milestone into the design and implementation of the platform at M12, whilst in
addition providing an overview of what the platform can do and by when.

2.3

Next steps

This deliverable summarises a plan of record for delivery of a functional platform in support of food rescue at
various stages during the second year of the SavingFood project. It therefore provides a baseline against which
platform development may be monitored and tested. In respect of this, it should now be taken forward:
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In completing the implementation of the first fully operational version of the platform in M14
On the basis of this development, it provides the baseline against which subsequent development will
take place
In addition, providing a detailed description of the functional capabilities of the platform, it provides
a basis upon which:
o Further testing and evaluation can be planned
o Partner evaluation with their users can be planned and committed
o Community monitoring, such as behavioural change analysis, can be started

Along with the current implementation of the platform, including both front- and backend components
communicating via the defined REST API, this document completes MS7 Initial architecture defined and initial
implementation achieved. It therefore enables progress towards the remaining milestones in WP3, and well
as those dependent on the platform in other workpackages.

3 Use case development
In the first WP3 deliverable, D3.1 (Pickering, 2016), we identified a set of use cases on the basis of discussions
with pilot partners principally via WP2. From that original set of use cases, clickable wireframes were
developed and reported in D3.2 (Rigot, 2016). Using those wireframes, initial technical validation was run to
identify what could and could not be done with the platform (reported in D3.4 (Moumtzis, 2016)).
Subsequently, the wireframes, with additional feedback from the pilot partners acknowledging some of the
lessons from D3.4, were extended into UI designs and presented in D3.3 (Demeester, 2016) after additional
user feedback.

Figure 2: The process of requirement refinement

Figure 2 illustrates how the various outputs of the work package have been implemented providing a
consistent progress and development activity from the initial architectural description of D3.1 (Pickering,
2016), via the prototyping exercises of D3.2 (Rigot, 2016) and D3.3 (Demeester, 2016), initial validation and
feedback in D3.4 (Moumtzis, 2016), and the final consolidation of all inputs in this deliverable.
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Figure 3: Initial set of Use Cases as outlined in D3.1

On the basis of the iterative, user-focused cycles shown in Figure 1, and the step by step progress across
various deliverables shown in Figure 2, the use cases were consolidated and have led to this final version of
the architecture. These use cases have been grouped into specific functional types (see Section 4.2) to provide
encapsulated functional blocks which may then be used in support of the original User scenarios identified in
D2.3 (Veeckman, 2016; and see Chapter 5 below). In parallel, the role-based association to individual use cases
has been formalised after agreement with the pilot partners to a set of authorised activities (see Annex 9.4.3).
In the following chapter, the final architecture to cater for the functional capabilities required for the use cases
(see Sections 4.1.1 to 4.1.5) followed by a description of the encapsulated functions (Section 4.2) which are
used to build up the User Scenarios described in Chapter 5. Figure 4 shows the schematic relationship between
individual use cases and the encapsulated functional units which are then linked together in support of the
User Scenarios described in D2.3.
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Figure 4: The schematic relationship between Use cases, encapsulated Functions and the User Scenarios

As the figure illustrates, first there is no one-to-one mapping of use cases to functional blocks or from
functional blocks to User scenarios. There is inbuilt flexibility in what can be done with the platform moving
forward during and then after the lifetime of the project. Secondly, there are some functions – Authentication,
Authorisation, and Reporting – which are both non-functional, in the case that they do not provide any direct
benefit to the user in achieving their specific goals, as well as cross-functional: they need to be in place and
used by a range of different functions and services.

4 Overall Architecture
Although significant effort is required to develop the customised services required by SavingFood, the overall
architecture is largely based on the standard development libraries provided by React JS1 and Django2. The
latter had already been identified as the framework of choice (see D3.1: Pickering, 2016); React JS was chosen
to provide a rapid front-end prototyping facility to convert the initial designs in D3.2 (Rigot, 2016) and D3.3
(Demeester, 2016) to be provided as quickly as possible.

1
2

https://facebook.github.io/react/
https://www.djangoproject.com/
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Figure 5: High-level SavingFood platform architecture

The overall architecture (see Figure 5) shows the front- and backend each encapsulated separately and
communicating via the REST API initially introduced in D3.1 (Pickering, 2016).

4.1.1

Technology Choices

In D3.1, a brief overview of potential technologies was provided as the result of initial investigation. The overall
choice was dictated by:




Licensing: the main motivation here was to avoid virality, and favour permissive licensing.
Community strength: in this regard, it is essential to choose technologies with a strong community to
ensure ongoing continuity for the platform.
Development language: although less important than the previous factors, it was important to favour
mainstream languages which would improve technical sustainability.

With this in mind, the initial choice for Django was refined as summarised in the following table.
COMPONENT

TECHNOLOGY

LICENCE

Frontend

REACT JS1

BSD3

Backend

Django REST2

Covered by copyright
only4

3

There is some discussion in the community about patent coverage for REACT JS. We do not, however, believe this to be
an issue for what we are developing.
4
http://www.django-rest-framework.org/#license
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Backend extension

Django CMS5

BSD

Table 1: Summary of technologies used to develop the SavingFood platform

As Table 1 shows, components are being developed on permissive open-source frameworks to ensure maximal
future flexibility.

4.1.2

Frontend

Based on React JS, the SavingFood frontend (the “UI”) comprises the various dialogue forms tailored to the
specific roles of a registered user, including logon, browsing, submission (event and donation creation), and
commitment, as well as administrative functions such as profile management and receiving alerts. The
templates and forms required for these interaction fragments are locally stored and managed by the frontend.

4.1.3

Backend

For now, and in support of the prioritised end-user requirements mediated through WP2, the backend is
implemented entirely in Django REST 6 including database instances for contacts (volunteers, donors,
recipients), events (farmers’ markets and gleaning), and donations. This may be extended in future with Django
CMS 7 , should partners wish to store and administer different content files on the platform itself either
temporarily (pictures etc. which need validation and approval by pilot coordinators) or more permanently
(news and related information which the partner(s) wish to maintain.

4.1.4

Front- and backend communication

The front and backend components may be separately stored or together on an individual machine. Either
way, communication between them is via secure https link, using JSON Web Tokens8 as a more secure and
manageable mechanism to ensure secure communication than simple session ids (see Chapter 6 below).

4.1.5

Backend extension

It is foreseeable (see Section 4.2.10) that in future there may be a requirement to store and manage content
on the SavingFood backend service. With this in mind, a line has been added in Table 1 to cover the potential
extension of the platform in this direction. Django CMS is currently under investigation as an obvious choice
alongside Django REST.

4.2

Functional encapsulation

Traditionally, architectures may be described at a component level, along with the communication links and
protocol between them. Since this is effectively handled by the modules deployed from the Django framework
and React JS, and the JWT token exchange between the two, the architecture here is described more in terms
of the functional capabilities provided in support of the user stories and scenarios from WP2. This functional
snippets are described briefly in the following sections arranged alphabetically for convenience.

5

https://www.django-cms.org/en/
http://www.django-rest-framework.org/
7
https://www.django-cms.org/en/
8
https://jwt.io/
6
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4.2.1

Accept

This allows a user to agree to receive a donation, for instance; or to make use of an offer of transport, etc.
Accept therefore covers any agreement where the user must signal their agreement (cf. Section 4.2.3 Commit,
below).
Example: a donation has been made, and the pilot coordinator thinks it would be suitable for a given
recipient. The recipient is notified, and will then Accept (or Decline, q.v.) the donation offered.
Related use cases: DN_19, (TR_1)10

4.2.2

Browse

This function allows users to look for information or objects (donations, events, volunteers etc.) (cf. Section
4.2.7 View).
Example: a volunteer is looking for a gleaning event in their local area where they might be able to get
involved.
Related use cases: DN_2, EV_2, RE_1, RE_2, VO_1, EV_13, EV_14, (TR_2)

4.2.3

Commit

Whereas Accept refers to a user agreeing to take receipt, Commit allows the user to signal that they will
support something (e.g., an event).
Example: having found a suitable event where they believe that can help, a volunteer confirms that they
will attend and help.
Related use cases: EV_4, DN_3, EV_5, EV_6 (TR_3)

4.2.4

Create

This refers to the process whereby a user (typically the pilot coordinator) enters detail for an event or a
donation, and registers it with the SavingFood platform.
Example: a co-ordinator has received information about an event and generates an entry on the
SavingFood platform. This can then be browsed and viewed by other registered users.
Related use cases: FM_1, EV_9, DN_4, DN_5, (SC_1, RP_1)

4.2.5

Decline

Corresponding to Accept, Decline is the action whereby a user will refuse an agreement.
Example: when a user receives notification that there is, for instance, a donation which may interest them,
if they choose not to Accept it, they will Decline the donation. In this way, it becomes available for another
potential recipient.
Related use cases: DN_1, (RG_1, TR_1)

9

Use case identifiers are listed in Annex 9.5 below.
Items in brackets will be delivered after M14

10
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4.2.6

Update

Once an item has been Created, then Update allows any change to be made and committed.
Example: a co-ordinator may need to provide additional information on an event they have Created, such
as specific location or the number of volunteers who have committed to providing support.
Related use cases: EV_3, EV_7, EV_8, (SC_1, RP_1, EV_10, EV_11, RP_6, NO_2)

4.2.7

View

Having browsed for a list of, say, events, a user may wish to View details of one or more of those events.
Example: when a user has a list of farmers’ markets within a certain radius of their location, they select
one they are interested in to view detail and decide whether or not to Commit.
Related use cases: VO_2, EV_15, SC_2, TR_6, VO_3

4.2.8

Additional (non-functional) features

As highlighted in Figure 4, there are some features which provide support across multiple scenarios and
functions. Authentication (see Chapter 6) and Authorisation (Annex 9.4) will be implemented from the start to
ensure appropriate security around data and privacy for platform users.

4.2.9

Additional Function

In addition to the functions described above and committed for the initial M14 release, the following sections
outline what will be made available in later releases during the lifetime of the project.

4.2.9.1 Advertise
In conjunction with Notify below (Section 4.2.9.4), a pilot co-ordinator may choose to broadcast information
about a specific event either to targeted users or across the entire platform or as a notice on the public pages
of the platform, or any combination of the three.
Related use cases: EV_1, EV_10, EV_11

4.2.9.2 Cancel
Should an event, such as gleaning, fail to attract enough volunteers to make it viable or indeed weather etc.
would clearly be inappropriate at the planned time, then the co-ordinator would need to Cancel that event.
This would lead to specific notifications to those who had already Committed to the event.
Related use cases: EV_3

4.2.9.3 Manage
Individual users may wish to update their profiles or request an additional role to be allocated to them. To do
so, they would need the facility to be able to Manage that profile.
Related use cases: RP_4, RP_5, EV_12, DN_5, RG_2, RG_4, RG_5, RG_6, RG_7, RP_6, NO_2, VO_2
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4.2.9.4 Notify
Basic on-platform notification will be provided in M14; like many other online services, a user’s landing page
following log in would, for instance, display a visual signal on the menu bar that there are notifications pending
which the user should then recover and read.
In subsequent releases, this is planned to be extended to include:



Automated notification via a user-selected channel (such as SMS or eMail)
A facility for a co-ordinator initiated broadcast to selected users.

Related use cases: NO_1, NO_2, EV_10, EV_11, TR_4

4.2.9.5 Rate
In connection with behavioural change tracking, users should be able to Rate other users and donations. These
ratings would remain confidential and restricted to be viewed by the pilot co-ordinator only and the individual
to whom they relate.
Related use cases: RP_2, RP_3

4.2.9.6 Registration
For M14, users will be given credentials to access the SavingFood platform. Subsequently, an interaction will
be developed to include:





Online registration request
Automatic notification to the pilot co-ordinator to approve the request
eMail notification back to the requester
Automated validation of the registration: a unique code provided to the requester

Related use cases: DN_4, DN_5, RG_1, RG_2, RG_3, RG_4, RG_5, RG_6, RG_7

4.2.9.7 Transport11
For M16, the platform will be able to support user-to-user interactions to arrange for travel11 to and from
events, such as gleaning; and in addition, to arrange transport to collect and deliver food donations. This will
allow volunteers unable to participate directly in food recovery, nonetheless to make a contribution to the
whole end-to-end process.
Related use cases: TR_1, TR_2, TR_3, TR_4, TR_5, TR_6, SC_2

4.2.9.8 Additional features
As summarised in Figure 4, features such as Reporting provide non-functional support across different
functions and scenarios. Given that data will be gathered from the first stages of installation in M14, Reporting
can be implemented relatively easily after M14.

11

Except where otherwise specified, transport refers to the collection of food donations whereas travel refers to
individual volunteers being offered transportation
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4.2.10

Media

The decision has been made that content which would typically be directed to social media sites will continue
to be posted and hosted at those sites. Such content would typically include:





Photographs
Descriptions of events (i.e., from those who supported the event)
Short video clips
Any related communication (such as chat)

There are both technical but also ergonomic reasons for this. Firstly, if such content were to be hosted on the
platform itself, there would be a need to support for significant and ever expanding storage requirements,
including efficient streaming capabilities. Secondly, there would need to be some additional IPR management
capabilities, such as copyright management and distribution. Finally, and more importantly, though, users are
likely to be accustomed to operating within the targeted and specialised capabilities of known SNS platforms.
In future releases after M14, there will be some, though limited, content management capacity such that
content which is intended to be posted on SavingFood related SNS accounts can be moderated prior to release
for posting on the public-facing SNS.

5 User Scenarios
This chapter provides details on the two main User scenarios supported by the platform:
1. Donation: creating, reviewing and taking receipt of food offers;
2. Event organization: creating and managing either farmers markets or gleaning events.
Each scenario is explained in terms of a sequence diagrams and the types of encapsulated function provided.
The sequence diagrams show the overall protocol (see Chapter 7), including REST requests and return types.

5.1

Donation

This scenario involves creating a donation on the platform (Section 5.1.1), identifying suitable potential
recipients (Section 5.1.2), allowing those candidates to accept or decline the offer (Section 5.1.3), and
confirmation that the offer has been collected and received (Section 5.1.4). This different steps are outlined
below.

5.1.1

Create, search and browse donation

COVERAGE
Use case12 DN_2, DN_4, DN_5
Encapsulated Browse, Create, View (Notify)14
function13

12

These are listed in Annex 9.5
As outlined in Section 4.2
14
Bracketed items are partially implemented for M14
13

19

Figure 6: Creating and finding donations

The sequence diagram in Figure 6 shows the interactions associated with a donation being submitted to the
platform. Note that the donor creating the donation could be replaced by a co-ordinator acting on their behalf.
In the example above, it is the co-ordinator who would browse donations and determine a match (i.e., a
manual match between donation and recipient).
Browsing for donations returns a list of all donations meeting whatever criteria; a separate interaction is
therefore required to highlight an individual donation and view detail associated with that donation.
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5.1.2

Find recipients, suggest match

This scenario describes how the co-ordinator identifies a possible recipient and issues a notification to them
to offer them the donation(s).

COVERAGE
Use case RE_1, RE_2, VO_1, NO_1
Encapsulated Browse, View (Notify)15
function

Figure 7: Finding recipients

Note that this shows a manual matching between donation and potential recipient. With appropriate
authorisation, recipients browse for possible donations as depicted in the previous section.

5.1.3

Accept / Decline donation

Once notified, the recipient either accepts or declines an offer of a donation.
15

Bracketed function is partially implemented for M14
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COVERAGE
Use case DN_1
Encapsulated Accept, Commit, Decline, Update
function

Figure 8: Accepting or declining a possible donation

The sequence of steps is similar for both activities, except that the initial system event identifies the interaction
as acceptance or refusal respectively. Note that the co-ordinator receives a notification so that they are aware
whether or not the specific donation must be re-allocated or not.

5.1.4

Confirm donation collection

Once collected, a recipient should register that they have taken receipt of a donation. This triggers a
notification to the co-ordinator that the donation has now been cleared: it no longer needs attention from
them.
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COVERAGE
Use case DN_3, RP_4
Encapsulated Update
function

Figure 9: Confirming that donation has been collected

Note that a donation could comprise multiple items: the interaction allows for partial as well as full update of
the status of the donation so that co-ordinator is kept aware of the progress of any donation.

5.1.5

Enhancements beyond M14

Functional enhancements will be made beyond the initial M14 version of the SavingFood platform in the M16
interim release and completed in M19. These enhancements are dependent on the development activity as
outlined above.
Table 2: Planned release schedule for functional enhancements to support Donations

RELEASE
M16

FUNCTION
Request to take a partial donation

DESCRIPTION
This allows possible recipients to select individual
items from a donation. This requires additional
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RELEASE

FUNCTION

DESCRIPTION
management around the donation, such that as
individual items are accepted, the co-ordinator retains
visibility of the donation and can continue to manage
it until all items have been claimed.

Rating donor
Rating recipient

M19

Be able to provide feedback specifically on the
individual / organisation offering and taking receipt of
donations. Any such ratings would only ever be visible
to the co-ordinators.

Coordinator assumes role of donor

Based on the initial function allowing for donations to
be entered onto the platform (see Section 5.1.1), this
enhancement will allow for co-ordinators to create
donations acting on behalf of a specific donor. This will
allow platform owners to allow users to interact
directly to offer donations or to request the coordinator to do it for them.

Complete filtering on location etc.

On the basis of initial search capabilities, this will
complete the parameters and parameter
combinations used to direct search queries.

Matchmaking

Initially, potential recipients will be matched to
incoming donations by the co-ordinators manually.
However, as the platform is enhanced, users (donors
and recipients) will be able to set preferences for who
they wish to receive from or donate to. This will
address the requirement for permanent bridges (see
D2.3, p. 26 et passim).

Quantification report for donations

Related to the generation of reports for events (q.v.),
this will allow reports to be generated and formatted
in accordance with co-ordinator preferences (see also
Section 5.3).

Transport arrangement11

In connection with travel arrangements in association
with volunteer support of events (see Table 3), this
will allow the organisation directly on the platform of
transportation for food offered as part of a donation.

The table provides an agreed set of functional enhancement extending the capabilities provided in M14 in
relation to User scenario: Donation (see also Annex 9.3).
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5.2

Event organisation

In architectural terms, Event refers to both Gleaning as well as Farmers Market. Organising these events
involves creating and viewing those events (Section 5.2.1), searching for events to support (Section 5.2.2),
recording who turned up and supported the event (Section 5.2.3), and recording what was collected at those
events (Section 5.2.4).

5.2.1

Create / View events

This interaction allows events to be generated and submitted to the platform. Once created, they can be
viewed by any interested party with appropriate access rights.

COVERAGE
Use case16 EV_2, EV_9, FM_1
Encapsulated Browse, Create, View
function17

16
17

These are listed in Annex 9.5
As outlined in Section 4.2
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Figure 10Creating and browsing events

In parallel with similar functional capabilities for donations (see Section 5.1.1), Figure 10 shows the individual
stages – Create, View list, View detail – involved in getting an event into the SavingFood platform. Note that
all activity at this stage is centred on the Event co-ordinator: they act on behalf of the farmers for farmers
markets and / or gleaning.

5.2.2

Search, view and commit support to an event

Having created an event which can be viewed by a registered user on the platform, those users need to be
able to find those events and decide whether or not they wish to attend.
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COVERAGE
Use case EV_2, EV_4, EV_10, EV_11, EV_13, EV_14
Encapsulated Accept, Browse, Commit, Decline, Update, View
function

Figure 11: Looking for events to support

Registered users are free to browse for events on the platform and then commit their support as shown in
Figure 11. Subsequently, in a later iteration (see Section 5.2.5 below), they will receive a notification to alert
them to the fact that an event has been cancelled or they are not needed.
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5.2.3

Record who attended

Once an event has taken place, it is important to be able to identify which of the volunteers who said they
would support that event did actually turn up.

COVERAGE
Use case RP_5, EV_12
Encapsulated Browse, Update, View
function

Figure 12: Recording who attended an event

As outlined in Figure 12, the event organizer (co-ordinator) will be able to create a record of how many
volunteers actually turn up to support the event. This will provide important statistical information going
forward, but also some indication of the reliability of individual volunteers.

5.2.4

Record amount collected

At the same time as looking at which volunteers went, it is essential to be able to monitor how much food is
collected and available for redistribution.

COVERAGE
Use case RP_5, RP_6
Encapsulated Browse, Update, View
function
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Figure 13: Recording what was collected at those events

In parallel to the above, Figure 13 shows the platform interaction to be able to record what was collected from
an event. This provides important statistical information to allow all stakeholders an overview of how much
food is being redistributed.

5.2.5

Enhancements beyond M14

Table 3 below summarises function which has been requested and agreed with the pilot partners. The
functions described are dependent on development work outlined in the previous sections for the User
scenario: Event organization. These extensions focus on the management of travel arrangements for
volunteers supporting a given event, as well as enhanced notification support.
Table 3: Planned release schedule for functional enhancements to support Event organisation

RELEASE
M16

FUNCTION

DESCRIPTION

Offer travel11 to / from event

This provides the mechanism on-platform to be able
to offer and / or request travel for volunteers to
events. This may be compared with the related
activity to arrange transportation of foodstuffs being
donated (see Table 2).

Schedule pickups etc

Related to the above, this completes the organization
of a pickup schedule based on the link between those
offering and those requesting travel
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RELEASE
M19

FUNCTION

DESCRIPTION

Targeted notifications

This function allows a co-ordinator to identify specific
individuals to be included in a broadcast type
notification.
(NB this will also include donations)

Moderate links for content to be posted When submitting content such as photos and / or
to SNS reports
reports to SNS accounts (see Section 4.2.10), such
content will initially pass directly to that account. This
enhanced function will provide temporary storage of
such content to allow pilot co-ordinators to be able to
review the content before it is passed on to the
designated SNS account18.
Notification of pickups

One the basis of the above, notification will be
generated in association with the arrangement of
travel between volunteers.

Subscribe to recurring events

Specifically related to farmers markets, it may well be
that any given event occurs on a regular basis (weekly,
monthly etc.). This function will provide support to
allow volunteers to commit to one or more instances
of such recurring events.

eMail and / or SMS notifications

Notification will initially be effected via the platform
itself providing alerts on the relevant user’s landing
page. Here, we will allow such notification to be
directed via eMail and / or SMS. This function has to
be deferred till M19 because (a) it may involve more
than one external service (to be determined by the
pilot partners); and (b) it will more than likely involve
additional cost.

Broadcast notifications

Notifications will now be able to be sent to multiple
(all) registered users. (NB this will also include
donations)

Generate
events

18

quantification

report

for Related to the generation of reports for donations,
this will allow reports to be generated and formatted
in accordance with co-ordinator preferences (see also
Section 5.3).

This can only relate to an SNS account directly linked to the SavingFood platform and co-ordinators.
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The table provides an agreed set of functional enhancement extending the capabilities provided in M14 in
relation to User scenario: Event organisation (see also Annex 9.3).

5.3

Note on additional function

As previously outlined, additional function will be implemented as and when resource permits (see Sections
4.2.9, 5.1.5 and 5.2.5). However, it should be apparent that some of the some additional function can simply
be derived from the interactions already covered in the previous sections (for instance, Section 4.2.9.8). For
example, to be able to generate reports on what has been collected, how much and by whom, is simply an
extension of the search and view capabilities outlined in the sequence diagrams above. To finalise
implementation, the format and presentation of any such reporting needs to be confirmed with the users
which may advantageously be done by generating sample reports and allowing users to review and critique
them. Similar, as outlined, a basic notification mechanism can be extended to include targeted distribution of
the alerts as well as allowing them to be redirected via external communication channels (such as eMail and
SMS).
Because additional function represents the combination of additional encapsulated function and combining
with existing function to provide greater flexibility and possibilities on the platform. As well as fulfilling the
complete set of user requirements, this also indicates how to extend function in support of the sustainability
of the platform itself. In respect of sustainability, this parallels efforts during development investigating the
possibility to integrate Django CMS into the existing architecture.

6 Security
Not least because of the possible sensitivity 19 of information contained within the platform – such as
identifying who has surplus food or who needs to take that surplus – along with the separation of front- and
backend processes, a number of different security features have been implemented. In this Chapter, we
discuss specific detail of the low-level authentication process based on a standard connection management
protocol. This provides the foundation for any other measures.
Detailed information about application-level security in terms of data access and what can and cannot be done
on the platform is outlined in Annex 9.4 below.

6.1

Authentication

The SavingFood platform uses JSON Web Token (JWT) as an authentication mechanism. JWT20 is an open
standard that defines a way for securely transmitting information between parties. This information is verified
and trusted because it is digitally signed using a secret or a public/private key pair.
JWT tokens are used for


Authentication: Once a user is logged in each subsequent request includes the JWT, allowing the
user access to routes, services and resources

19

This is sensitivity in terms of information that people would possibly not want shared outside rather than the legal
definition of “sensitive personal data”.
20
https://jwt.io/
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Information exchange: Since JWT can be signed you can be sure that the senders are who they claim
to be, which makes JWT a good way of securely transmitting information between parties.
Additionally, you can also verify that the content hasn’t been tampered with.

One of the added benefits of token based authentication is that it is stateless. No information about the logged
in user is stored on the server or in a session. This reduces the memory footprint of the server and allows for
easier load balancing. Furthermore it protects against cross-site request forgery attacks. This is the malicious
exploitation of a website where unauthorised commands are transmitted from a user that the website trusts.
Since JWT doesn’t use cookies to transmit user authentication information such forgeries are much harder to
construct. The token also expires after a (short) amount of time, which renders any tokens which may have
been intercepted useless.

Figure 14 Basic logon / authentication dialogue

Figure 14 above summarises the basic authentication interaction associated with JWT tokens. During logon,
the frontend securely transfers the user’s credentials to the backend. Assuming the user to be registered with
the platform, a JWT token is generated and returned to the frontend. This is then stored and used on all
subsequent interactions.
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Authentication is a cross-functional feature (see Figure 4) which should be understood together with
Authorisation (see the next section in conjunction with Annex 9.4) and Registration (see Section 4.2.9.6).

6.2

Authorisation

Authorisation relates to the permission to be able to do or access something. This is distinct from
authentication, which is the process whereby the security components of a system seek to validate that a
given user is who they claim to be. The distinction between authentication and authorisation can perhaps be
best understood as follows:
Once a user registers with the SavingFood platform, they are authenticated. They use their credentials
(username / password) to access the password: they must log in with those credentials.
Once authenticated, depending on role, activity or the object itself, they needs to be authorised to interact
Authorisation to access objects (entities) and/or events and information as well as to perform certain activities
on the SavingFood platform is based on a number of different criteria:





Specific objects within the system, such as information pertaining to an individual user, may be either
viewed or modified but only in accordance with the object permissions associated with it (Section
9.4.1);
Entities such as events and donations may be updated only by those directly involved, either as donor
or committed recipient (Section 9.4.2); and finally
Certain activities and collections of information, by default, may only be viewed and/or modified in
accordance with the role or roles associated with a given user (Section 9.4.3).

This high-level schema has been implemented on the SavingFood platform at the level of the database itself,
but also in connection with the interactions discussed previously. In the following subsections, specific actions
and access permissions are discussed.

7 REST API
The REST API defined for the SavingFood platform provides an effective separation of resource and
development between the frontend (the UI and any related services) and the backend. The API as specified is
intended as a standard REST implementation, within the context of the Django REST framework21 .

7.1

REST calls to the backend

As standard REST-type calls, all interaction from the front- to the backend take the form:
https://savingfood.it-innovation.soton.ac.uk/{en}/restapi
where en is the standard language code used in conjunction with the internationalization capabilities of the
Django REST framework22. During the lifetime of the project, this URI will remain active, the backend being
hosted by University of Southampton IT Innovation. Beyond that time, this URI will change in line with the
ongoing exploitation plans of the project.

21
22

http://www.django-rest-framework.org/
http://www.django-rest-framework.org/topics/internationalization/
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Using the URI, it is possible to interact with entities (see Section 7.2) and sub-objects (see Section 7.2.2) using
the standard http requests and status codes23 available within the Django REST framework (see also Sections
7.3 and 7.4) in the form:
{SavingFood URI}/entity/({individual entity}/(sub-object))
whereby:




entity: specific object(s) within the data base
individual entity: the identifier of a specific entity, returned on a previous query
sub-object: related entities

For example:
{SavingFood URI}/entity/

would return a list of all individual entities
identified by the entity segment

{SavingFood URI}/entity/ {individual would return the single entity referenced by
entity} individual entity
{SavingFood URI}/entity/ {individual would return any other entity linked to the
entity}/sub-object individual entity

So to review all events known to the platform, the following REST request would be issued:
GET24 https://{SavingFood URI}/events
and to review all the individual items associated with a given donation:
GET https://{SavingFood URI}/food_offers/{food_offer_id}/items
Entities and sub-objects are detailed in the following sections.

7.2

Entities

The table below summarises the main entities referred to in the previous section and directly related to the
data model (see Annex 9.1). The table lists the entities themselves, a brief description of what the entity
provides access to, and the conceptual name of any individual entity associated with that type.
Table 4: The main entities within the REST fimplementation for SavingFood

ENTITY

DESCRIPTION

INDIVIDUAL ENTITY

ADVERTS To provide access to information advert_id
pertaining to specific events which are
being planned.

COLLECTION_COMMITMENTS

23
24

In association with donations (entity: collection_commitment_id
FOOD_OFFERS)

See https://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2068/rfc2068
See Section 7.3
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ENTITY

DESCRIPTION

INDIVIDUAL ENTITY

EVENTS Summarises information about specific event_id
events such as Gleaning from a farm, or
Farmers market

EVENT_COMMITMENTS

To provide access to any activity, event_commitment_id
transaction or interaction that a user has
agreed to

EVENT_TYPES To provide access to any events (farmers event_type_id
market or gleaning) known to the system

FOOD_OFFERS
FOOD_OFFERS_ITEMS

To provide access to any donations food_offer_id
known to the system
Individual items
FOOD_OFFERS.

contained

within food_offers_item_id

FOOD_RATINGS

Any rating reported for FOOD_OFFERS

FOOD_RECEIPTS

Confirmation that the FOOD_OFFERS has food_receipt_id
been received

FOOD_RECEIPT_ITEMS
FOOD_TYPES
FOOD_USAGE_REPORTS
LOCATIONS

Confirmation of the individual items
making up the FOOD_OFFERS received

food_rating_id

food_receipt_item_id

The types of food contained with the food_type_id
FOOD_OFFERS_ITEMS
What the FOOD_OFFERS used for

food_usage_report_id

The location of a user, event, donor, location_id
recipient and/or volunteer

NOTIFICATIONS To provide access to any alerts and notification_id
messages available for a given user
NOTIFICATION_TYPES The specific type (online, via SMS, via notification_type_id
eMail) of any NOTIFICATIONS

PICKUPS
REGISTERED_USERS25

25

Details of the volunteers to be picked up pickup_id
on the way to / from an event
A user known to the SavingFood platform registered_users_id

Currently being deprecated in favour of the more explanatory USER_PROFILE
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ENTITY
ROLE_TYPES

TIME_AVAILABLE
TRAVEL_ARRANGEMENTS
VEHICLE_TYPES

DESCRIPTION

INDIVIDUAL ENTITY

The specific role(s) (e.g., co-ordinator, role_type_id
volunteer, donor, recipient etc.) that a
REGISTERED_USER may assume
When a donation or volunteer or time_available_id
transport is/are available
Details of any transport / travel travel_id
associated with a given event or donation
What type of vehicle is required / offered vehicle_type_id

Table 4 can therefore be used to build the REST requests (Section 7.3) between front- and backend.

7.2.1.1 Naming conventions
A simple naming convention has been used. The entity name in Table 4 above refers directly to the class types
in the data model (see Annex 9.1). Individual entities have the same name, with the suffix “_id”. The entity
bears a name therefore directly associated with the class type, and the individual entity name with an
individual instance of that class.

7.2.1.2 Role types
For the ROLE_TYPES entity, there are currently eight different roles within the data model:
1. Anonymous user: anyone landing at the SavingFood portal who has not registered. They would
typically be able to view general and motivational materials on the site.
2. Food donor: anyone offering food
3. Food recipient: anyone who takes receipt of food
4. Gleaning Co-ordinator: the organiser of a gleaning event who will liaise between the farmer hosting
and volunteers
5. Pilot administrator: the administrator at the pilot site responsible for the day-to-day operation of the
system and associated service
6. Regional Co-ordinator: any regional co-ordinator responsible for the day-to-day operation of the
service
7. SavingFood Ambassador: any user who is willing to carry the SavingFood message to others, including
writing short pieces, encouraging others to participate, and so forth
8. Volunteer: anyone prepared to offer
What they can and cannot do is described in Annex 9.4.3. With the exception of an Anonymous user, and under
certain circumstances for a SavingFood Ambassador, all roles assume the user to be registered with the
platform. Further, any registered user may request to assume more than one role. This will result in different
views on the portal as well as different types of activity which they can access.
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7.2.2

Sub-objects

As outlined in the first section of this Chapter, sub-objects provide a link between an entity instance and any
specific information or entity/-ies associated with them. Table 5 summarises them.
Table 5: The set of sub-objects supported on the SavingFood platform

SUB-OBJECTS

USED FOR

INDEXED FROM26

ACTUAL_ATTENDEES Identifies who actually turned EVENTS
up and supported an event
ADVERTS Information associated with a EVENTS
given
event
used
to
encourage volunteers
ATTENDANCE_COMMITMENTS The events a given volunteer EVENTS
has said they will turn up to
DRIVER A volunteer offering
provide transport

to TRAVEL_ARRANGEMENTS

EVENT_COMMITMENTS The events a given volunteer REGISTERED_USERS
has agreed to support
FOOD_COLLECTION_COMMITMENTS The donations a volunteer / REGISTERED_USERS
recipient has agreed to
collect
FOOD_OFFERS Individual donations

REGISTERED_USERS

FOOD_RECEIPTS Donations which have been EVENTS, REGISTERED_USERS
received
ITEMS Individual items within a FOOD_OFFERS, FOOD_RECEIPTS
donation or receipt of
donation
LOCATION The specific location for an EVENTS, PICKUPS
event or from which a
volunteer needs to be
collected
NEEDED_FOOD_TYPES The types of food a recipient REGISTERED_USERS
is particularly interested in
NOTIFICATIONS An alerts / messages EVENTS
associated with a given event

26

This is an initial set, but is likely to change during implementation to suit specific needs
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SUB-OBJECTS

INDEXED FROM26

USED FOR
OFFER A donation

FOOD_RECEIPTS

OFFERED_FOOD_TYPES What is being offered as part REGISTERED_USERS
of a donation
PASSENGERS Any volunteers who have PICKUPS
been offered transport
specific
travel TRAVEL_ARRANGEMENTS
PICKUPS The
arrangements for an event
RATINGS The rating associated with a FOOD_RECEIPTS
donation that has been
accepted

START_LOCATION

Where any pickup would TRAVEL_ARRANGEMENTS
begin

TRANSPORT_ARRANGEMENTS Transport arrangements for EVENTS
the food gleaned / saved
TRAVEL_ARRANGEMENTS Transport arrangements for EVENTS, PICKUPS
any volunteers needing it
TYPE The specific type of event EVENTS, FOOD_RECEIPTS
(gleaning, farmers market)

VEHICLES

The type of vehicle available

REGISTERED_USERS,
TRAVEL_ARRANGEMENTS

Sub-objects allow information in the database associated with a specific entity to be retrieved, i.e., the
individual acts as a key to other items in the database. For example:
…/registered_users/{user_id}/event_commitments
would show all the events that the specific user identified with {user_id} has committed to supporting; while
…/registered_users/{user_id}/needed_food_types
would retrieve that user’s preferences when taking donations. The specific user is identified, of course, by
{user_id}. The sub-objects therefore allow greater granularity to the requests being made, as well as the
specific index key links to be navigated.
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7.3

Request type27

Standard http request types as supported within the Django REST framework are listed in Table 6 below. These
requests are used in conjunction with the REST URI as outlined in Section 7.1 above and as detailed in the
sequence diagrams in Chapter 5.
Table 6: Request types supported as part of the REST API

REQUEST

COMMENTS

DELETE

Removes the referenced entity

GET

Retrieves the referenced entity

PATCH
POST
PUT

Updates the referenced entity (partial replacement)
Creates the requested entity
Returns and overwrites the referenced entity (full replacement)

Their implementation is entirely consistent with the Django REST framework specifications (q.v.).

7.4

Status codes28

In response to the requests in the previous section, and as shown in the sequence diagrams in Chapter 5,
standard status codes are returned together with any JSON response to requests made from the frontend to
the backend. These are primarily within the 200 (“success”) and 400 (“failure”) ranges as defined in the Django
REST framework documentation, and are consistent which what is documented there.

8 Conclusions
Using standard, open source frameworks (React JS and Django REST), the SavingFood platform components
(front- and backend) are now being integrated to demonstrate that the interactions prioritised and agreed
with the user community work and can be rolled out as planned in M14. In addition, a plan is in place to be
able to extend this initial platform beyond M14 not only in according to the original plan of record in M19, but
in addition, to introduce an interim update in M16.
The architecture described in this report is based on encapsulated functional blocks rather than traditional
components. In this way, describing the evolution from use case to encapsulated function and then onto
interactions supporting the required user scenarios makes the report more accessible to the multi-disciplinary
stakeholders involved in the project. As such, it is easier for the whole consortium to agree priorities and
understand what progress is being made.

27

See http://www.django-rest-framework.org/api-guide/requests/#standard-httprequest-attributes

28

See http://www.django-rest-framework.org/api-guide/status-codes/
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In addition, however, both an approach both on standard components as well as on functional encapsulation
means that in moving forward beyond the end of the project, platform maintenance and extension will be
more tractable contributing to the long term sustainability of the platform. The SavingFood platform as
described here will, therefore, not only meet the current and agreed requirements of the project partners,
but will also provide a foundation upon which future work can be based, including an extension of the existing
platform to support increased users, increased function or different types of prosocial community support.
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9 Annexes
9.1

Data Model

Figure 15 provides an updated data model which has been modified during discussion with WP2 and with end
users. The objects with the data model are colour coded:





BLUE: the users in the system
YELLOW: events and donations
GREEN: arrangements associated with support donations / events
GREY: defining information about any other class in the data model

Connections between objects in the data model identify links between entities, such as those between main
entities and sub-objects as discussed above (Section 7.2).
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Figure 15: Revised SavingFood data model
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9.2

M14 Agreed feature list

The following table summarises the complete set of encapsulated function being implemented for the M14
deliverable of the platform.
Table 7: Complete set of functions provided in M14

M14 FEATURE(S)
Login

EXPLANATION
We will automatically generate credentials (username, password) for
the users you tell us (“Bulk Import”).
We are assuming: username=eMail address; and password is an
arbitrary string
They will be able to access the system using those credentials.
They will be provided “Keep me signed on” option
They will be provided a change password option
Their account will be locked after 3 attempts

Authorisation

We will only provide access to those functions / data which you specify
in the “roles” table
TO DO: we need to know what consent you will request (i.e., what does
it cover?)

Users

Any user (see Authorisation above) will be able to browse a list of all
other users accessible to them on the platform

Personal settings

Users will be able to review and update their personal settings,
including:



Map visualisation

Personal details (name, address etc.)
Preferences (donor, recipient)

Items (donations, events) will be shown on an interactive map.
Hovering over a pin will provide some information about that event /
donation.
TO DO: we need to understand your pseudonymisation requirements

Notify

Events
(gleaning
farmers market)

When a user logs on to the platform, they will see an alert waiting for
them
and Users will be able to find a list of events with a given area
Administrators / Coordinators will be able to create events
Users will be able to commit to supporting a given event
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Browse events
Create events
Commit to
supporting event

Donations






Users will be able to find a list of donations

Browse donations
Enter donations
Accept donations
Decline donations
Confirm donation
collection

“Donors” and Administrators / Coordinators on their behalf will be able
to create donations
“Recipients” and Administrators / Coordinators on their behalf will be
able to accept / decline donations
“Recipients” and Administrators / Coordinators on their behalf will be
able to confirm that a donation has been collected

Register attendance

Administrators / Coordinators will be able to confirm who and how
many attended an event

Register amount(s)

On a best-can-do basis, we will try to provide a dialogue to allow
“Recipients” and Administrators / Coordinators on their behalf to enter
the amount collected

Optional Item

On a best-can-do basis, we will try to provide one additional feature
from the list below.

9.3

Prioritised optional feature set

The following table provides a list of features which users have prioritised. They will be included in the M14
deliverable if time and resource permits. Otherwise, they will be prioritised for M16 and M19.

PRIORITY

Table 8: Additional functions to be provided on a best-can-do basis time permitting

OPTIONAL FEATURE

DESCRIPTION

1

Data Query

Providing a fixed format list of status / amounts; this is an interim
version of the Quantification report

2

Cancellation

Whereby the administrator cancels an event, and an alert is made
available on the platform to warn them that the event has been
cancelled

3

Notification via eMail service

Via a specified (by you) SMS or eMail technology.
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4

Waiting list management

The ability to keep a reserve list of volunteers (though some
clarification is needed; see in the document)

5

Multiple profile management

Any individual user can have different roles, and signal a specific
role from their own landing page; this would also include the
administrator function to approve a request for a given role.

9.4

Authorisation

Along with the general approach to security outlined above (see Section 6), the specific detail of what can be
accessed by whom and what they can do with it needs to be agreed and understood. The following sections
outline different aspects of Object permissions (Section 9.4.1), how data related to individual events and
donations should be managed (see Section 9.4.2) and role-based access to certain activities (Section 9.4.3).
It should be noted that an Administrator or Coordinator can view and interact (including modify) all information
within the system.

9.4.1

Object permissions

For object permissions, there are six use cases
1. Data / Information publically available, i.e., to anyone arriving at the portal (Anonymous
user)
2. Data / Information available to all registered users
3. Data / Information available only for an event / donation to others committed to that
event / donation
4. Data / Information available only to the data subject themselves and the pilot coordinator
5. Data / Information set by the pilot coordinator29
6. Data / Information set by the system29
The current version of the data model has the following construct associated with a UserProfile
Table 9: Access types to data fields with a user's profile

OTHER

DATA FIELD

29
30

DATA
ADMIN
USER
SUBJECT
ACCESS
ACCESS
ACCESS

ID

6

N/A

N/A

djangoUserID30

6

N/A

N/A

name

2

R/W

R/W

organisationName

1

R/W

R/W

Not strictly to do with consent
This is added to cross reference the users’ SavingFood credentials with the Django login details.
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role

4

R/W

R/O

consent

N/A

R/W

R/W

location

3

R/W

R/W

emailAddress

3

R/W

R/W

phoneNumber

3

R/W

R/W

offeredFoodTypes

3

R/W

R/W

neededFoodTypes

3

R/W

R/W

notificationType

4

R/W

R/W

hasTransport

3

R/W

R/W

hasDrivingLicence

4

R/W

R/W

numExternalVolunteers

3

R/W

R/W

relevantEventTypes

2

R/W

R/W

timesAvailable

3

R/W

R/W

vehicles

4

R/W

R/W

A blacklist and preferred user list will be separately implemented; this are R/W by both Administrator and user
themselves.

9.4.2

Event and donation management

Access to individual events / donations is separately identified, not least because this can change dynamically
during the lifecycle of an event.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The initiator (organiser or donator respectively) has R/W access to the event / donation.
Other registered users have R/O access to the event / donation summary information
Other registered users can only confirm / commit participation or support
Only when (3) has been committed, can the respective parties view (R/O) more detailed information
about the other party
5. Once (3) is committed, the respective parties may also gain R/W access to specific fields and
information within the event / donation, but cannot remove it.
Apart from Administrator / Coordinator access referred to above, the basic approach is confine access to the
initiator of a given entity in the first instance. They will retain the right to change even withdraw a given entity.
In addition to this, however, if another registered user wishes to support a given event or accept a donation,
or provide for instance transport, then this will result in an update to the specific event or donation. Such
access is very much restricted to offering to attend/support/take receipt. Any such action must subsequently
be confirmed by Administrator / Coordinator.
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9.4.3

Role-based activities

The current set of activities which may be performed by the various actors using the platform are summarized
in the table below. These have been agreed amongst the pilot partners and form the basis of role-based
authorization function being implemented in the SavingFood platform. In the table below, each role is listed
(“Actor”) along with what they may do on the platform.
Table 10: Role-based activity rights

ACTOR

RIGHTS
- Can watch the motivational videos
- Can use the Food saving calculator
- Can see a map with pseudonymised locations of events
(past/future), donations (past/current pending), recipient
organisations and volunteers on the level of area
- Can consult food saving statistics for each pilot (amount of food
saved, CO2)

ANONYMOUS USER

- Can read About section
- Can find and click on links to other food saving app/programmes
- Can find and click on links to the savingfood project sns and those
of the pilots
- Can register if he wants
volunteer/donor/recipient organisation

to

become

a

SF

- link to the savingfood pledge
- can read the charter and terms of conditions
Access to everything on the platform (both user management and
management of events & donations)
a) User management
-

PILOT ADMINISTRATOR
(NATIONAL LEVEL)

-

Confirm/validate registration of every new user in the
pilot
Confirm change of role or registered user
Confirm the addition of a new role by a user
Delete or ban/deactivate users
Change data of users

b) Management of events and donations
-

Add locations of donations, events (gleaning/farmer
markets), food recipients and volunteers on the map
Create and activate events
Launch a SF event on the platform (gleaning/farmer
markets)
Manage volunteers committed to events
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-

Overview of carpooling module
Input food donations on behalf of the donor/accept food
donor on behalf of the recipient
- Do matchmaking of donations in case of general food
rescue
- Confirm giving/receiveing donation on behalf of users
- Generate the quantification report
- Moderate the feedback on the SNS of SavingFood
- Managing the communication
- Receive and send notifications for events and donations
(also on behalf of users
- Have access to the rating provided by a donor for a
recipient and vice versa (only food rescue)
- Can award badges to donors, volunteers and recipients
- Manage pledges if this is part of platform
c) Hierarchy with regional coordinator and gleaning coordinator in
case of HFA and Feedback
-

Initiate the transfer of the rights of points under b to the
regional coordinator (HFA, Hungary) and gleaning
coordinator (Feedback, UK and Belgium). This rights are
restricted to area of the region

Gets the following rights only after a formal granting of access has
been initiated by a pilot administrator. Rights restricted to the
region
Management of events and donations
-

REGIONAL
COORDINATOR

-

Add locations of donations, events (gleaning/farmer
markets), food recipients and volunteers on the map
Create and activate events
Start a SF event on the platform (gleaning/farmer
markets)
Manage volunteers committed to events
Overview of carpooling module
Input food donations on behalf of the donor/accept food
donor on behalf of the recipient
Do matchmaking of donations in case of general food
rescue
Confirm giving/receiving donation on behalf of users
Generate the quantification report
Moderate the feedback on the SNS of SavingFood
Managing the communication
Receive and send notifications for events and donations
(also on behalf of users)
Can award badges to donors, volunteers and recipients
Have access to the rating provided by a donor for a
recipient and vice versa
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-

Manages pledges (if this is part of platform and not
separately offered)

Gets the following rights from the pilot administrator in order to
perform the management of events and donations. These rights
are restricted for his region!!!!
-

GLEANING
COORDINATOR

-

Add locations of donations, events (gleaning/farmer
markets), food recipients and volunteers on the map in his
region
Create and activate events in his region
Start a recruitment on the platform for events
(gleaning/farmer markets)
Manage volunteers committed to events
Overview of carpooling module
Input food donations on behalf of the donor/accept food
donor on behalf of the recipient
Do matchmaking of donations in case of general food
rescue
Generate the quantification report
Moderate the feedback on the SNS of SavingFood
Managing the communication
Receive and sent notifications for events and donations
Can award badges to donors, volunteers and recipients in
his region
Manages pledges (if this is part of platform)

All rights of anonymous user
Additionally, as a registered donor:
- His profile page and settings (account management)
- His own donation management page (overview of pending
donations, donations realised, ….) and function to insert a
donation
- Look at the map with locations:

FOOD DONOR

a) location of himself as a donor
b) location of recipients: food donor can see the exact
location of recipients he’s matched with and donations
accepted and in process.
- Provide feedback on Saving Foods social networks
- Badge: sees only his own badge that is awarded by pilot
administrator/regional coordinator or gleaning coordinator in
case of transfer of rights
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- Rating system: donor sees only his own ratings given to recipients
(individual recipients will not see the rating of him done by a
donor; only coordinator sees the rating of the donor as well + the
recipient’s rating of a particular donor)
- Quantification report: individual donation and total of donations
he was involved in and total of pilot as a whole

All rights of the anonymous user
+ once registered as a volunteer:
- His own profile and account page
- He can see the volunteer dashboard: overview of future events
and past events on a map in a pseudonymised way
Once he commits to an event: he gets a map with the exact
location of the food saving event

VOLUNTEER

- Carpooling module: offer a ride or request a ride
- Can send Feedback on SF social networks
- Badge system: volunteer only sees his own badge
assigned by coordinator ( only coordinator sees this badge too)
- Quantification report: individual event you participated in; see
the total of all events one participated in overtime and total of the
whole pilot

All rights of anonymous user
+ once registered as a food recipient:
- Account management and user profile
- Sees his recipient dashboard:
a) notification from pilot administrator/coordinator of available
donation shows the name of the company with pseudonymisation
FOOD RECIPIENT at street level (street number not shown) and what kind of food
(content, quantity and details of donation)
b) Once he confirms a pick-up: he sees exact location of donor
(map and in text) and contact details of donor company
- Badge: sees his own badge awarded by administrator (only the
administrator awards a badge of a recipient and can see it as well)
Rating system: see his ratings giving to donors (the pilot
coordinator sees this ratings, but not the donor)
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Being able to provide Feedback via social networks of SF
Send/receive notifications
Events page in order to confirm interest in picking up food from
an event (from M19)

SAVINGFOOD

Can be anonymous user and volunteer, donor, recipient
Should have straight access to a page/section where he/she can

AMBASSADOR contact the pilot to notify about a potential donor

9.5

Complete set of Use cases

The following table summarises the complete set of Use cases in the current release. In each case an ID is
provided for cross-reference purposes. Broadly speaking, these IDs are made up of XXn, where n is simply a
sequence number and XX is one of:










DN: donation
EV: event (farmers market or gleaning)
FM: farmers market
NO: notification
RG: registration
RP: reporting
SC: schedule
TR: transport or travel
VO: volunteer(s)
Table 11: The complete set of use cases included in the currrent (M14) release

USE CASE
ID

DESCRIPTIVE TITLE

DN_1

Accept / Deny Collection Commitment

EV_1

Advertise Event

RG_1

Approve / Deny Registration

TR_1

Approve / Deny Travel Request

DN_2

Browse Donation Offers

EV_2

Browse Event Adverts

TR_2

Browse Event Travel Providers

RE_1

Browse Recipients
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USE CASE
ID

DESCRIPTIVE TITLE

EV_3

Close Event

TR_3

Commit Food Transport for Event

EV_4

Commit to Attend an Event

DN_3

Commit to Collect a Donation Offer

EV_5

Commit to Receive Food from an Event

EV_6

Commit Volunteers for Event

EV_7

Confirm Gleaning Event

EV_8

Confirm Receipt of Food from Event

FM_1

Create Farmer Market Event

EV_9

Create Gleaning Event

SC_1

Generate Daily Collection Schedule

RP_1

Generate Quantification Report

EV_10

Notify Candidate Recipients for Event

EV_11

Notify Candidate Volunteers for Event

TR_4

Offer Travel to an Event

RE_2

Query for Relevant Recipients

VO_1

Query for Relevant Volunteers

RP_2

Rate Donor

RP_3

Rate Recipient

NO_1

Receive Notification of Donation Offers

RP_4

Record Collection

RP_5

Record Statistics about Event

EV_12

Record Volunteer Attendance at Event

DN_4

Register Donation

DN_5

Register Donation Needs
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USE CASE
ID

DESCRIPTIVE TITLE

RG_2

Register / Update Donor Profile

RG_3

Register / Update Recipient Profile

RG_4

Register / Update Event Coordinator Profile

RG_5

Register / Update Volunteer Profile

RG_6

Register / Update Transport Provider Profile

RG_7

Registration

RP_6

Report on Usage of Food from an Event

TR_5

Request Ride to Event

EV_13

Retrieve Usual Recipients for Event

EV_14

Retrieve Usual Volunteers for Event

NO_2

Set Notification Preferences

VO_2

View Collection Commitments

EV_15

View History of Events

SC_2

View / Update Daily Collection Schedule

TR_6

View / Update Travel Schedule

VO_3

View Volunteer Roster

Detail relating to the individual use cases is given in D3.1.
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